Sales
training
programs
Industry-leading training to
accelerate your revenue growth

Welcome to the
sales training
course catalog
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O

ur sales training programs
teach sales and sales leadership

skills to create a repeatable selling
behavior for greater success. We help
sales organizations around the world
to transform their sales culture and
revolutionize selling behavior.
We have developed a proven,
reliable way to understand the
development needs of sales
professionals and their managers.
Based on those needs, we provide
training in both skills and methodologies
through a number of approaches.
We use innovative technology to not
just reinforce that learning but bring
it to life in the daily workflow of sales
professionals in an immersive and rich
learning journey.

In its 2021 Magic Quadrant for Sales
Training Service Providers, Gartner
recognized us as a Leader. Out of
16 vendors evaluated, we have the
strongest combination of completeness

We hope you enjoy
browsing this catalog
and finding the right
courses for you or your
team’s professional
development goals!

of vision and the ability to put it
into action.

Ready to join a course?
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WHY KORN FERRY

Why choose us for
your learning partner?
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PRACTICAL AND
COMPREHENSIVE

INTEGRATED
WITH TECHNOLOGY

With over 40 years of experience, we

We create individualized learning

have the deepest and richest ‘vault’

journeys and deploy components

of sales training programs for all

that identify and close critical skill

roles and across the sales process.

gaps. Our CRM application, Korn Ferry

We combine sales methodology with

Sell, incorporate sales skills and

skills to drive immediate changes in

methodology into daily workflow.

performance. We also have the most

It shows sellers, in real time, the actions

comprehensive sales leadership content

that drive success; gives access to

focused on sales leaders to enhance

relevant learning; and provides data

their abilities and truly bring them into

for sales leaders to inform coaching

the change process.

and development.
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TRAINING OPTIONS

Training
delivery options

W

e understand
that full-time
working professionals
are busy, and that
people learn in different
ways and at different
speeds. By catering to
specific training needs,
we can help your people
learn using the method
that works best for their
schedules, budgets, and
learning preferences.

SELF-PACED E-LEARNING
e-Learning brings you high-quality course
content in a convenient online format.
Learning objectives are supported with
quality e-Learning interactions, all crafted
in an up-to-date format.

VIRTUAL INSTRUCTOR-LED
COURSES (VILT)
Join the classroom at the same time
as other participants and instructors
from remote locations, allowing for
an engaging learning experience.

ON-SITE INSTRUCTOR-LED
COURSES (ILT)
Bring training on-site for your teams
or whole organization for a totally
focused course experience.

PUBLIC CLASSROOMS
Scheduled year-round, these
courses offer you the chance
to meet professionals in person
and a hands-on way to learn.
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View e-Learning and VILT courses now
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VIRTUAL INSTRUCTOR

Virtual Instructor-Led
Training

V

irtual Instructor-Led
Training (VILT) is
training conducted live
online in a virtual classroom
that allows for real-time
interaction with instructors
and class participants.

This format incorporates expert
content, interactive exercises,
and engaging instruction from
anywhere you’d like to learn.

VILT is our
most popular
format.

WHY VILT?

The fastest and most cost-effective
way to finish training

Access anywhere in the world.

and get certified.
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Access to recorded courses

Real-time communication with

for up to one year afterward.

instructors and other students.

We deliver
targeted, effective
training interventions

L

earning journeys derive
from the Success Profile
and assessment of the
learner in two categories
– methodology and skill.

Korn Ferry Learn
METHODOLOGY

SKILL

“What to do”

“How to do it”

• Managing opportunities.

• Building credibility.

• Planning and executing

• Becoming an expert.

client interactions.
• Protecting and growing accounts.
We instill in organizations the framework
for a robust, effective sales process.

• Negotiation.
• Securing meetings.
• Asking effective questions.
• Gaining commitment.

We teach the ability to:
• Initiate opportunities.
• Manage opportunities.
• Grow relationships.
The methodology provides teams
with the blueprint for optimizing
sales performance.

Knowing what needs to be done
is very different from possessing
the skills to do it.
Buyers have increasingly high
expectations, and sellers must bring
an insightful perspective.
Optimize every transaction by ensuring
your team has the appropriate skills.
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Sales
courses
Instructor-Led
Training

Virtual
Instructor-Led
Training

Digital /
e-Learning
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Strategic Selling®
with Perspective

MODALITY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
For more than 40 years, Strategic Selling® has helped sellers win more deals faster.
With the addition of Perspective, Strategic Selling® with Perspective is the strongest
selling process available. In a world of rapidly changing buyer expectations, your
selling teams need to provide insight and value through Perspective in a strategic
way. Create a path for your strategy to fuel action in complex sales cycles.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Apply the Win fast/Lose fast criteria
to sales opportunities.
• Align the selling process steps to the
customer’s buying process steps.

• Uncover information about all players
involved in a buying decision.
• Find appropriate ways to provide
perspective to each player in a sale.

• Optimize selling time.

• Identify and develop Coaches.

• Allocate adequate time to keeping the

• Identify the competitive alternatives

sales funnel healthy.
• List appropriate actions that minimize
or eliminate Red Flags.
• Describe actions to leverage Strengths
in a sales opportunity.
• Define the specifics of the sale.

at play.
• Overcome challenges to reaching and
building credibility with key players.
• Synthesize key collected information
into a set of possible actions to move
the sale forward.

SKILLS
• Customer-focused approach.

• Prospecting.

• Effectively presents solutions.

• Qualifying.

• Expands the service.

• Strategic planning and analysis.

• Knows the buying influences.

• Understands Buying Influencer’s needs.

• Maintains the relationship.

• Understands customer needs.

• Negotiates strategically/tactically.

• Understands issues/motivations.

• Pre-call preparation.
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Conceptual Selling®
with Perspective

MODALITY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Every interaction with a customer is too important to leave to chance.
Conceptual Selling® with Perspective helps salespeople better prepare for their
time with customers. Understanding your customer’s perspective is a key ingredient
to moving deals and results in more purposeful meetings and win-win outcomes.
This program provides the simple, repeatable structure that should be considered
essential for anyone who interacts with customers.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Plan for every customer interaction to

• Identify and align the selling process

ensure productive use of seller’s and

with where customers are in their

customer’s time.

buying process.

• Find appropriate ways to provide
perspective to each player in a sale.
• Conclude every meeting with clear
actions for both sides to ensure

• Identify where to best allocate
resources, including their time,
for customer meetings.
• Ensure the sales process is

the opportunity continues to

moving forward with every

move forward.

customer interaction.

• Ask questions that will uncover
critical information.

• Unify the sales team by enabling
consistent best practice behaviors.

• Add discipline to customer meetings,
so they are client-focused.

SKILLS
• Builds rapport.

• Manages resistance.

• Closes effectively.

• Pre-call preparation.

• Customer-focused approach.

• Questions strategically.

• Diagnoses needs with questions.

• Strategic planning and analysis.

• Effectively presents solutions.

• Understands Buying Influencer’s needs.

• Initiates compelling sales conversations.

• Understands customer needs.

• Knows the buying influences.

• Understands issues/motivations.

• Maintains the relationship.

• Understands the buying process.
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Large Account
Management Process®

MODALITY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The Large Account Management Process, better known as LAMP®, is a customercentric, business planning process for managing your relationships with your
most significant accounts. This business planning process provides a road map for
strategic customer relationships that have growth potential through the development
of long-term plans to guide team selling and customer collaboration efforts.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Gather account data about key
players, revenue history, industry
trends, business and organizational
issues, and the account’s view of you
and your closest competitors.
• Identify the strategic players,

• Develop a Charter Statement.
• Create Relationship Goals to support
the Charter Statement.
• Determine appropriate Focus
Investments and Stop Investments.

field of play’s trends, field of play’s

• Set Revenue Targets.

opportunities, your organization’s

• Identify the Single Sales Objectives,

strategic strengths, and your
organization’s critical vulnerability.
• Determine your position on the

Investment Programs, information
needed, and actions to implement
your plan.

Buy-Sell Hierarchy, both from your
perspective and the Field of Play’s,
and where you want it to go.

SKILLS
• Expands the service.
• Maintains the relationship.
• Understands the buying process.
• Identifies action planning steps.
• Conducts account strategy planning.
• Performs critical Data Gathering
activities for the account.
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• Confirms Key Situation
Appraisal information.
• Manages Implementation
of strategic plans.
• Determines revenue churn risks.

Strategic Selling®
and Conceptual Selling®
with Perspective

MODALITY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Strategic Selling® and Conceptual Selling® with Perspective helps organizations
develop comprehensive strategies to win sales opportunities. Strategic Selling® with
Perspective delivers a selling process and action plan to successfully sell solutions
that require approval from multiple decision makers in the customer’s organization.
Conceptual Selling® with Perspective helps salespeople better prepare for time
spent with customers. The result is purposeful meetings and win-win outcomes.
This program provides the simple, repeatable structure that should be considered
essential for anyone who interacts with customers.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Identify and position solutions

• Conclude every meeting with

with the true decision makers.

clear actions for both sides to

• Analyze each decision maker’s
receptivity to change to determine
whether a sale is possible.
• Close business consistently from
quarter to quarter and avoid the
“roller coaster” pattern of sales.
• Allocate limited selling time
on quality prospects.
• Plan for every customer interaction
to ensure productive use of seller
and customer’s time.

ensure the opportunity continues
to move forward.
• Ask questions that will uncover
critical information.
• Find appropriate ways to provide
perspective to each player in a sale.
• Add discipline to customer meetings,
so they are client focused and
results oriented.
• Identify and align the selling process
with where customers are in their
buying process.

SKILLS
• Builds rapport.

• Strategic planning and analysis.

• Closes effectively.

• Understands Buying Influencer’s needs.

• Customer-focused approach.

• Understands customer needs.

• Diagnoses needs with questions.

• Understands issues/motivations.

• Effectively presents solutions.

• Understands the buying process.

• Initiates compelling sales conversations.

• Prospecting.

• Knows the buying influences.

• Qualifying.

• Maintains the relationship.

• Pre-call preparation.

• Manages resistance.

• Questions strategically.
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Strategic Selling ® with
Perspective and Large Account
Management Process ®

MODALITY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Strategic Selling® with Perspective and Large Account Management Process
teaches concepts to win complex sales opportunities as well as expand existing
relationships with existing accounts. Strategic Selling® with Perspective delivers a
selling process and action plan to successfully sell solutions that require approval
from multiple decision makers in the customer’s organization. The Large Account
Management Process, better known as LAMP®, is a customer-centric, business
planning process for managing your relationships with your most significant accounts.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Align the selling process steps to the
customer’s buying process steps.
• Optimize selling time.
• Allocate adequate time to keeping the
sales funnel healthy.
• Find appropriate ways to provide
perspective to each player in a sale.

• Gather account data about key
players, revenue history, industry
trends, business and organizational
issues, and the account’s view of you
and your closest competitors.
• Identify the strategic players,
field of play’s trends, field of play’s
opportunities, your organization’s

• Identify and develop Coaches.

strategic strengths, and your

• Identify & address the competitive

organization’s critical vulnerability.

alternatives at play.
• Synthesize key collected information
into a set of possible actions.

• Determine your position on the
Buy-Sell Hierarchy, both from your
perspective and the Field of Play’s.

SKILLS
• Customer-focused approach.

• Understands customer needs.

• Effectively presents solutions.

• Understands issues/motivations.

• Knows the buying influences.

• Expands the service.

• Negotiates strategically/tactically.

• Maintains the relationship.

• Prospecting.

• Identify action-planning steps.

• Qualifying.

• Conduct account strategy planning.

• Strategic planning and analysis.

• Manages Implementation of

• Understands Buying Influencer’s needs.
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strategic plans.
• Determines revenue churn risks.

Professional
Selling Skills®

MODALITY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Professional Selling Skills® reflects the skills used by world-class sales professionals
to help customers succeed, including understanding customer needs and
consistently developing solutions that deliver results. A research-based program,
Professional Selling Skills® teaches customer interaction skills that enable
participants to lead mutually beneficial sales conversations with customers—even
those who are indifferent or express concerns.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Start sales calls in a positive,
customer-focused manner.
• Ensure time spent on a sales call
is beneficial to the salesperson and
the customer.
• Promote an open exchange
of information throughout the
sales process.
• Ask effective questions that develop a

• Talk about products and services in a
way that is meaningful and compelling
to customers.
• Create awareness of needs with
a customer who is satisfied with his
or her current situation.
• Respond to customer concerns openly
and effectively.
• Close sales calls with mutually

clear, complete, mutual understanding

beneficial commitments that are

of customer needs.

appropriate and clear, and that
move the sale and the customer
relationship forward.

SKILLS
• Builds rapport.

• Manages buyer indifference.

• Closes effectively.

• Manages resistance.

• Customer-focused approach.

• Pre-call preparation.

• Diagnoses needs with questions.

• Questions strategically.

• Effectively presents solutions.

• Understands Buying Influencer’s needs.

• Initiates compelling sales conversations.

• Understands customer needs.
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SPIN® Selling
Conversations

MODALITY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
SPIN® Selling Conversations teaches sales professionals to use specific behaviors
and skills to have deeper, more insightful conversations with customers as they
move toward a buying decision. Participants learn how to listen for customer need
statements that signal when is the best time to discuss a solution. They learn how
to use SPIN Questions as powerful tools to help a customer explore problems,
the impacts of not addressing them, and the payoffs of finding the right solution.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Uncover Implied Needs and develop
Explicit Needs.
• Use SPIN Questions in a
customer dialogue.
• Demonstrate Capability to meet
customer needs.
• Align offerings to customer needs
to increase acceptance.

• Improve the quality and quantity
of customer commitments.
• Provide insights that help customers
think differently about their
challenges and needs.
• Create competitive differentiation.
• Engage in sophisticated conversations
and uncover hidden information.

SKILLS
• Customer-focused approach.

• Qualifying.

• Diagnoses needs with questions.

• Questions strategically.

• Effectively presents solutions.

• Strategic planning and analysis.

• In-depth questioning.

• Understands Buying Influencer’s needs.

• Initiates compelling sales conversations.

• Understands customer needs.

• Pre-call preparation.
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Executive
Impact℠

MODALITY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Executive Impact℠ is based on understanding how C-Level executives make
decisions, so the sales approach can be matched to the way executives prefer
to buy. Tailoring the presentation of information to meet an executive’s style of
processing information significantly increases a salesperson’s effectiveness in
securing approval from high-level decision makers. Executive Impact℠ provides
the process for identifying each of these decision-making styles to deliver
the right information to improve the probability of success.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Understand how executives prefer to

• Ensure salespeople are comfortable

receive information to tailor messaging

and confident when presenting and

and materials used accordingly.

selling to the C-suite.

• Increase confidence when meeting
with high-title decision makers.
• Prepare for the next steps after the

• Collect and share best practices on
the most effective selling tools for
each decision style.

executive meeting to appropriately
progress the sales opportunity.

SKILLS
• Closes effectively.
• Initiates compelling
sales conversations.
• Understands Buying
Influencer’s needs.
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Negotiate
Success℠

MODALITY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Negotiate Success℠ is a customer-focused process that improves a sales force’s
ability to reach a win-win outcome with customers. This program considers
negotiations an essential part of every stage of the selling process from beginning
to end. The joint-venture approach builds trusting relationships with customers and
strengthens the company’s position for future opportunities. Negotiate Success℠
provides a process to recognize and acknowledge both parties’ perspectives to
jointly create agreements that satisfy all critical interests.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Better identify options and

• Improve preparation and planning

alternatives to satisfy interests of the

of meetings where items will

customer and the selling organization.

be negotiated.

• Counter manipulative tactics
that may be used in complex
negotiations and return to a win-win
customer interaction.

• Ensure salespeople are practicing
a win-win negotiation approach.
• Effectively collaborate with selling
teams to ensure the best possible
outcome is achieved.

SKILLS
• Negotiates strategically/tactically.
• Prepares clear plan for any negotiation.
• Understands goals, parameters
and strategy.
• Proactive approach in creating
win‑win process and outcomes.
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• Ready to deal with tactics that
may arise.
• Shares a common language
about negotiation.
• Secures a final agreement.

Professional
Sales Negotiations™

MODALITY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Professional Sales Negotiations™ is built on recent global research which identified
the critical success factors associated with negotiation success today and into
the future. A two-day program, Professional Sales Negotiations™ focuses on three
key areas: Sales Negotiations Defined, Preparation, and Leading a Negotiation.
Throughout the program, participants focus on planning for their own client
negotiations, brainstorming options with their peers, and practicing negotiation
strategies. Importantly, participants work with complex negotiating situations
in class, allowing them to succeed in the field − in not only similar scenarios
− but also “in the moment” or less complex scenarios.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Determine which situations require
selling sales skills versus transactional
or consultative negotiation skills and
when to use these skills.
• Analyze the customer and sales
points of view to gain the perspective
needed to negotiate effectively.
• Develop a negotiating strategy
that optimizes the outcome for all
parties and results in a mutually
beneficial agreement.

• Lead a consultative sales negotiation
through to a successful conclusion.
• Redirect counterproductive behaviors
to maintain a consultative approach.
• Generate variables and alternatives
which satisfy the requirements of all
parties and satisfy both negotiating
and relationship goals.
• Utilize planning tools to prepare for
negotiating success – in the moment.

• Adopt a rational mindset
for negotiating.

SKILLS
• Negotiates strategically/tactically.

• Prepares clear plan for any negotiation.

• Understands issues/motivations.

• Exchange alternatives to

• Develop a list of alternatives to alter
the proposal.
• Handles clients who engage in

resolve differences.
• Handles impasses.
• Secures a final agreement.

unproductive negotiating tactics.
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Securing Strategic
AppointmentsSM

MODALITY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Securing Strategic Appointments℠ provides organizations with a solid foundation
to build stronger techniques for targeting contacts to secure high-value meetings.
This program focuses on initiating contact with prospects or new contacts within
a client organization. Securing Strategic Appointments℠ helps bolster confidence
for sales professionals as they learn to quickly identify and leverage their prospect’s
most critical business challenges to secure high-quality appointments. Salespeople
will be partnered with a Korn Ferry expert to implement this process into current
prospecting activities to generate valuable leads and move sales opportunities
through the sales funnel.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Utilize research to identify possible
challenges key contacts may be facing
to secure time.
• Quickly articulate the value your
organization has provided to similar
individuals or industries.
• Increase preparation and confidence
in prospecting.

• Gain access to previously unreached
decision makers in current accounts.
• Increase ratio of appointments
secured through prospecting efforts.
• Share best practices and successful
messaging across sales teams.
• Fill the top of the sales funnel with
quality prospects.

SKILLS
• Prospecting.
• Qualifying.
• Increase contact rates and ratio
of quality appointments.
• Value messaging to move sales
opportunities forward.
• Improve prospecting effectiveness.
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• Brings qualified leads to fill the
sales funnel.
• Increase professional confidence
and comfort when targeting
new prospects.
• Decrease wasted time in preliminary
sales conversations.

Buyer-Focused
ProspectingTM

MODALITY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
This program fills a critical need for consultative, business-to-business sales
organizations to successfully schedule meetings with prospects. No matter how
good a sales team’s face-to-face selling skills are, they also need the skills to be
able to effectively secure time with prospects. Buyer-Focused Prospecting™
helps improve prospecting results.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Identify target prospects based on

• Practice delivering a prospecting

customer problems or opportunities

message face-to-face and on

and your capabilities.

the phone.

• Identify ways to connect with
Gatekeepers and how to get
past them.
• Plan an effective prospecting
message and deliver it to win

• Shorten sales cycles through effective
prospect messaging.
• Increase the number of qualified
appointments in new and
existing accounts.

a Prospecting Advance.

SKILLS
• Qualifying.
• Narrows down the list of
potential prospects.
• Improves qualified pipeline funnel.

• Leverage gatekeepers to increase
contact with decision makers.
• Effective prospecting skills.
• Advances prospecting opportunities.

• Value messaging to move sales
opportunities forward.
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Strategic Selling®
Funnel Management

MODALITY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Strategic Selling® Funnel Management provides organizations a method for
analyzing opportunities within the sales funnel and for identifying ideal salesperson
behaviors that will enhance sales performance. This program provides a way to
examine individual sales funnels to recognize key actions to be taken by both the
sales professional and the customer to help move opportunities through the funnel.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Quickly identify actions required

• Identify whether opportunities are

to move opportunities through the

placed in the right funnel stages

sales process.

based on established criteria.

• Manage selling time and priorities
based on the number or value of
opportunities in the funnel.

• Improve forecast accuracy and
funnel management.
• Identify coaching opportunities to
help teams and individuals create a
steadier stream of prospects to move
through the funnel.

SKILLS
• Implement consistent adoption
of a sales funnel process.
• Eliminate wasted energy in the
sales cycle.
• Raise confidence in advancing
opportunities to a close.
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• Reinforce selling behaviors and
activities that move sales forward.
• Increase forecast accuracy.
• Improve predictability.

Funnel Scorecard®
Design and Application

MODALITY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Funnel Scorecard® Design and Application applies the business and
opportunity criteria specific to a sales organization’s sales efforts to that
organization’s sales funnel management process. This provides sales organizations
a method to quickly and systematically identify the best opportunities to pursue,
eliminates guesswork, and helps salespeople pinpoint where they stand with each
opportunity in the funnel.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Quickly score opportunities to

• Make informed decisions on resource

determine how they should be

allocation when resources are limited.

prioritized when selling time
is limited.
• Identify key pieces of unknown
information to quickly move the
opportunity through the funnel.

• Guide salespeople to pursue the
right opportunities.
• Easily identify coaching opportunities
where key pieces of information are
consistently missing.

• Replicate the best practices of
the top sellers in the organization.

SKILLS
• Recognizes where to allocate limited
resources for the greatest return.
• Assesses available information about
the sales opportunity.

• Identifies critical next steps to
progress through the sales cycle.
• Facilitates win/loss reviews that
improve future sales actions.
• Improves forecast accuracy.
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Achieving
Channel Leverage℠

MODALITY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Achieving Channel Leverage℠ is an introductory channels program created for
direct sales or channel salespeople who need to collaborate with Partners to
achieve greater success for themselves, their end-user customers and their Partners.
Achieving Channel Leverage℠ accelerates the performance curve for individuals who
are new to channel sales or channel collaboration, particularly for those who have
a strong direct sales or product specialist background. This day-in-the-life program
provides participants a foundational understanding of the key best practices to more
effectively leverage Partner performance by creating a level-set across a company’s
sales teams on both the value and best practices associated with maintaining
a healthy channel.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Review foundational channel

• Understand best practices in the

concepts, including channel

partner selection process in building

economics, channel management

channel capacity, the importance of

issues, and strategies that change

proactive screening and recruitment,

partner outcomes.

and the top 10 partner questions.

• Understand the importance of Market

• Learn best practices in channel

Mapping, which highlights selecting

enablement and territory productivity

priority market segments, provides

based on partner classification.

insights on market and channel
transitions, and explores partner
coverage mapping.
• Learn how to define a company’s
whole product solution from an enduser perspective, assigning channel
roles and responsibilities, and the
impact of product importance level.

• Review the keys to driving
sales productivity and the
importance of clarity around sales
roles and responsibilities.
• Understand how to minimize
channel conflict through rules of
engagement and focusing on key
predictive metrics.

SKILLS
• Works effectively with
indirect channels.
• Helps create best practices across
channel sales teams.

• Understands how to more effectively
leverage partner performance.
• Creates greater alignment across
a vendor’s organization and with their
partners’ sales teams.
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Influencing
Partnership Outcomes™

MODALITY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Influencing Partnership Outcomes™ program designed to assist channel
managers in developing the skills and insights necessary to influence partner
business investments, behaviors and relationships that drive mutual business
success. Distinct from direct sales, selling through partners requires a different
approach to be effective—one that focuses on understanding and influencing
partner priorities to capture greater mindshare and competitive preference.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Increase partner awareness of the
need to change.
• Differentiate your organization
in the minds of current and
prospective partners.
• Reduce the time and investment

• Secure partner commitments and
investments necessary to achieve
revenue results.
• Develop partner-specific influence
strategies based on a vendor’s unique
value differentiators.

required to influence partners toward
mutually beneficial business outcomes.

SKILLS
• Considers the key elements partner
executives’ value from their channel
account manager.
• Identifies partner change objectives
to pursue with a selected partner.
• Categorizes partners based on their
willingness to invest in partnership.

• Learns multiple strategies for
influencing partnership outcomes.
• Utilizes effective questioning
and listening to build trusted
business relationships.
• Raises partner awareness of the
need to change.
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Effective
Partner Planning™

MODALITY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Effective Partner Planning™ is a program that guides the creation and management
of partnership plans, which focuses limited resources on areas of highest business
return for all parties. According to channel competency studies done by Miller
Heiman Group, partner productivity improved by more than 120 percent when
channel managers could develop and manage effective partner plans. Yet less
than 40 percent of study respondents agreed that channel sales professionals
could create an overall strategy for their partners. Effective Partner Planning™
was designed to bridge this gap.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Identify joint revenue
growth opportunities.
• Qualify partner capability
and potential.
• Understand how partner business
decisions are made.
• Create (SMART) objectives and joint
action plans.

• Identify and secure critical resources.
• Articulate the partnership’s
competitive advantage to
end‑user customers.
• Organize the partnership to run
smoothly and efficiently.
• Building trust and driving
partner investment.

SKILLS
• The planning process and keys to
plan commitment.
• Profiling a partner’s business strategy.
• Understanding a partner’s target
markets and solutions.
• Evaluating the partner’s skills,
expertise and fit.

• Understanding the partner’s
organizational structure.
• Identifying joint-partnership revenue
growth and non-revenue objectives.
• Ongoing plan management.
• Tactical action plans for
each objective.
• Relationship management.
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Professional
Sales Coaching™

MODALITY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Professional Sales Coaching™ provides your sales managers and coaches
with the framework, communication skills, and planning tools they need to
build and maintain a superior sales team—one that generates mutually beneficial,
long‑term business relationships. During the workshop, sales managers and coaches
master a proven process for using collaborative coaching conversations to build
a development culture that creates a high-performance sales team.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Describe the characteristics of
a high‑performance sales climate.
• Demonstrate the Basic Principles

• Successfully handle difficult
coaching conversations.
• Use phone, voicemail, email,

to increase coaching effectiveness

and real‑time messaging to coach

with a sales team.

salespeople effectively from a distance.

• Evaluate sales performance using
the Coaching Issues Diagram.

• Implement a coaching process with
the sales team.

• Apply a set of Skill Steps for Providing
Constructive Feedback, Developing
Others, and Giving Recognition to
increase salesperson performance
and to drive results.

SKILLS
• Builds coaching process.
• Handles difficult
coaching conversations.

• Initiates compelling
sales conversations.
• Manages buyer indifference.

• Increases Coaching effectiveness.

• Manages resistance.

• Builds rapport.

• Pre-call preparation.

• Closes effectively.

• Questions strategically.

• Customer-focused approach.

• Understands Buying

• Diagnoses needs with questions.
• Effectively presents solutions.

Influencer’s needs.
• Understands customer needs.
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Coaching for
Strategic Selling®
with Perspective

MODALITY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Coaching for Strategic Selling® with Perspective provides organizations with
a powerful way to support their overall strategy to reinforce consistent and
proper application of the Strategic Selling® process. This program offers a mentor
perspective with the objective of guiding team members in the ongoing use of the
tools provided in Strategic Selling®. This program offers participants a way to develop
individual coaching plans to increase the use and effectiveness of the Strategic
Selling® tools and processes. This coaching session will reveal how thoroughly
the team has adopted concepts into their everyday sales practices.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Reinforce and support elements

• Identify positive selling behaviors and

of the Strategic Selling® process

determine where coaching is needed

working in your organization.

to increase or improve their use.

• Address areas of the process not
currently working.
• Identify common discrepancies

• Prepare for and conduct team
or individual Blue Sheet Reviews.
• Help salespeople learn to focus on

in a Blue Sheet and possible areas

developing strong Action Plans to

for coaching.

move opportunities to close and

• Develop guidelines for salespeople to
determine when a Blue Sheet should

increase the probability of meeting
their revenue goals and objectives.

be completed or reviewed and when
to gather the team to conduct a Blue
Sheet strategy session.

SKILLS
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• Builds coaching process.

• Pre-call preparation.

• Conducts effective reviews.

• Prospecting.

• Customer-focused approach.

• Qualifying.

• Effectively presents solutions.

• Strategic planning and analysis.

• Expands the service.

• Understands Buying Influencer’s needs.

• Knows the buying influences.

• Understands customer needs.

• Maintains the relationship.

• Understands issues/motivations.

• Negotiates strategically/tactically.

Coaching for
Conceptual Selling®
with Perspective

MODALITY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Coaching for Conceptual Selling® with Perspective presents a comprehensive
strategy to drive deeper adoption of Conceptual Selling®. This program develops
subject matter experts who can provide ongoing coaching and reinforcements in
the correct application of tools and concepts toward customer-focused interactions,
resulting in higher-quality information and actionable commitment from customers
at the end of every sales meeting.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Manage the Meeting Plan process
with sales representatives.
• Identify and share best practices

• Help salespeople strengthen the
development of Valid Business Reasons.
• Have salespeople ask better

of salespeople who are early and

questions to elicit more information

successful adopters of the process.

from Buying Influences.

• Increase the use of Meeting Plans by
others on the team.

• Get salespeople to continually
build professional credibility with
Buying Influences.

SKILLS
• Builds coaching process.

• Knows the buying influences.

• Conducts effective reviews.

• Manages resistance.

• Builds rapport.

• Pre-call preparation.

• Closes effectively.

• Questions strategically.

• Customer-focused approach.

• Strategic planning and analysis.

• Diagnoses needs with questions.

• Understands Buying Influencer’s needs.

• Effectively presents solutions.

• Understands customer needs.

• Initiates compelling

• Understands issues/motivations.

sales conversations.

• Understands the buying process.
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ON-SITE TRAINING

Bring training on-site
to your organization
We look at your training
needs holistically and
can offer a plan fit your
business needs.

CUSTOMIZED TRAINING
We can customize the training to reflect
your specific industry, corporate culture,
business goals, and objectives.

OFF-THE-SHELF TRAINING

W

e offer training solutions

We can bring our traditional classroom

to improve each of the

courses to a location of your choice

discipline areas needed to transform

— this is the most efficient option in

an organization from good to great.

terms of implementation and cost.

By working directly with your
organization using a consultative

BLENDED TRAINING

and adaptive approach, we develop

We can deliver a range of training

learning solutions that address your

methods by combining classroom‑based

specific business requirements to

courses with online learning solutions

bring out the best performance in

at all stages of the program.

your projects and people.
If you have ten or more attendees,
we can bring training to the location
of your choice, anywhere in the
world. Depending on your specific
organizational business requirements,
we can deliver targeted training in
13 different languages and one or
more of the following formats:
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www.kornferry.com/contact

About Korn Ferry
Korn Ferry is a global organizational consulting firm.
We work with our clients to design optimal organization
structures, roles, and responsibilities. We help them hire the
right people and advise them on how to reward and motivate
their workforce while developing professionals as they
navigate and advance their careers.
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